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Terms of Use, Privacy Policy & Legal Notice
This website is operated by NEKAR INTERNATIONAL SA. NEKAR INTERNATIONAL’s contact details are provided above. In
using this website you agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions. If you do not accept these terms and
conditions you should not access the website further. NEKAR INTERNATIONAL may revise these Terms of Use from time to
time and you should check the terms then in force on each visit to this website.
1. Material incorporated in this website, including all trade marks and logos, belongs to NEKAR INTERNATIONAL or its
licensors. You may download a single copy of material incorporated in the website for your own use to decide whether or not
to purchase a NEKAR INTERNATIONAL product or to further your use of a previously-purchased product. Use of such material
other than as provided is prohibited.
2. The material provided on this website is provided 'as is' and on an 'as available basis'.
3. Nothing shall limit NEKAR INTERNATIONAL’s liability for death or personal injury caused by its negligence, or that of its
employees. Subject to the above, NEKAR INTERNATIONAL shall not be liable for any damages, including indirect or
consequential losses, loss of profits or data, or business interruption, arising from your use or inability to use this website, or
your use of the information on this website, whether arising in contract, tort (including negligence) or otherwise.
4. Without prejudice to paragraph 3 above, NEKAR INTERNATIONAL provides the 'Know How' section of this website as
preliminary guidance only and professional advice should be sought from your local NEKAR INTERNATIONAL dealer in
respect of the matters dealt with in that section.
5. Any link that may be provided to any third party website is provided for your convenience. NEKAR INTERNATIONAL does
not endorse the contents of any third party website to which a link is provided, and is not responsible for such websites. You
use any link provided from this website entirely at your own risk.
Thank you for visiting our website. We at NEKAR INTERNATIONAL SA appreciate your interest in our company and our
products. Privacy is very important to us, and we take the protection of your personal data very seriously. We handle
your data with due care, treat it as confidential and use it only in accordance with the applicable data protection laws
and regulations.
Personal data
When you visit our website, we automatically record the name of your internet service provider, the website from which you
visit us, the pages of our website you actually visit and the date and length of your visit as well as information about the
equipment (brand, model, operating system) and the internet browser you have used. We also collect your IP address, but with
the last four digits anonymized.
Use of cookies
On various pages of our website, we use cookies in order to make our website more attractive to visitors and to enable the use
of certain functions. Cookies are small data files that are stored on your terminal equipment. Some of the cookies we use are
deleted at the end of the browser session, i.e. as soon as you close your browser (so-called session cookies). Other cookies
remain on your computer and allow us or our partner companies to recognize your computer on your next visit (so-called
permanent cookies).
Cookies cannot be used to access other files on your computer or to reveal your email address.
Most browsers are initially set to accept cookies automatically. If you use your browser's default settings, all processes will be
running quietly in the background. Nevertheless, you can change your settings at any time.
You can set your browser to inform you every time before storing cookies and decide on a case-by-case basis, whether to
accept them. You can also limit the acceptance of cookies to certain cases or block the acceptance of cookies altogether.
However, without cookies, the features of some websites - including ours - will not function properly, as these files are used in
processes, e.g. to manage wish lists.

Newsletters and the ordering of printed materials
If you would like to subscribe to the newsletter offered on our website, we require a valid email address from you. You can
unsubscribe from the newsletter at any time. When you order printed materials, we require personal data from you in order to
process your request correctly. Filling out these forms is completely optional. We will only use your data to the extent necessary
to fulfill the purpose it was collected for.
Protection of personal data
NEKAR INTERNATIONAL SA uses technical and organizational measures to protect your data against accidental modification,
loss, unauthorized access or unauthorized disclosure.

Right to information and the right to revoke your consent
You may revoke your consent to the processing of your personal data at any time by simply sending an email with "Privacy" in
the subject line to info@nekar.be We will then perform all the necessary steps to ensure that your request is fulfilled, and your
data will be deleted. You have the right to receive free information about the personal data we store on you upon request. In
addition, you are entitled under the applicable laws and regulations to have your personal data corrected, erased or blocked.
Should your personal data change or if the data we store on you is no longer correct for whatever reason, we would be happy
to correct this. All you have to do is to send an email with the word "Privacy" in the subject line to info@nekar.be.
If you require further information about data protection and the privacy policy of NEKAR INTERNATIONAL SA, we will be
happy to assist you. Simply send us your query via email with the word "Privacy" in the subject line to info@nekar.be.

By visiting or using the NEKAR INTERNATIONAL SA Website you agree to the following conditions of use:
Copyright
All text, pictures, graphics, audio files and other information published here and their design (content) are protected by
copyright. Unless otherwise stated only NEKAR INTERNATIONAL SA is Approved to use this protected content.
Reproduction and/or transmission of the whole or parts of the site is permissible only with the written consent of NEKAR
INTERNATIONAL SA. In particular, it is not permissible to copy pictures or designs from the Website and use them for your own
purposes.
Trademarks
The KATEX BELGIUM name and the KATEX BELGIUM logo are protected names and trademarks of NEKAR INTERNATIONAL
SA. Use of trademarks is permissible only with the prior written consent of the trademark proprietor.
Disclaimer
Our Website content is subject to constant change. While NEKAR INTERNATIONAL SA takes the greatest possible care in
compiling its Web pages, we nevertheless cannot guarantee that the content is complete or correct. NEKAR INTERNATIONAL
SA will not be held liable for direct or consequential damage (contractual and non-contractual liability) due to use of the
information and data on this Website unless in case of intent or gross negligence on the part of NEKAR INTERNATIONAL SA.
NEKAR INTERNATIONAL SA will not be held liable for and does not warrant the content of Websites to which our Website
provides a direct or indirect link. Visitors follow links to other Websites and home pages at their own risk and use them in
accordance with the conditions of use applicable to the Websites concerned.

